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Watch scenes from films Kedi Bill Killadi Ranga.n Starring Vimal, Shivakartikeyan, Bindu Madhavi,
Regina. Adventures in the Hall of Winds by Wim Shaivas We'll start with why we named this movie

"Adventures in the Hall of the Winds" (18+). The fact is that throughout the film, the characters share their
impressions of the work done on similar films, their reviews. Each episode of the film begins with a

screening of Vimal's film logo, Windy West. Next, the characters take turns watching a certain number of
scenes, where throughout the whole scene they talk about exactly how they made this film and what exactly

they discovered in the process of working on it. After watching all these scenes, at the end they add their
impressions and comments from themselves. One gets the impression that there is no schedule or script in
the film. There are no heroes here who have to do something. All dialogues of spectators and heroes are

accompanied only by their own comments. Their behavior is very unusual and it always pleases that you see
not just a movie on the screen of your monitor, but the Hall of the Winds. Despite the fact that we navigate

in so many rooms with the same name, and each character has his own story, it's great that the overall
picture is not overshadowed. And most importantly, friends, the film does not get bored, it continues, while

you donâ€™t want to look at the screen, you want to look into the eyes of your favorite characters.
Finally! Wim and his wife did an excellent job on the film. Whether you've seen the movie or not,

remember that the Gatekeepers were everywhere. It is difficult for me to describe them, not by ear, not like
I did in the movie "Kesha". I love that it's not just my fantasy and postmodern silliness, but this trilogy is

also a reality, like magic in the case of Picture Magic. In the fall, the film "The Hall of the Four Winds" is
released. The Tulke family (Ingvar Johansson, Anita Sheahan) brought to life an old Norwegian legend

from Viru Legends (Viru Lys Miir). I'm not an exception. Many years ago in Norway in the mountains on
the shore of the lake lived the old storyteller Tore (Tore AverÃ¸
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